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ELECTROIVIAGNETIC PHENOiVIENA WHICH RADIATE FROivi THE HUMAN BRAIN 
DURING INTENSE PSYCHOSENSORIAL ACTIVITY FROM PREAMY. 

HALLUCINATORY AND TEL:EPSYCHIC STATES . 

. . 

(0 - XI. New radioelectric detecting apparatus on micro-
waves with superreaction :md superheterodyne) 

Third experimental stage from 1941 to 1954. 

INTRODUCTION 

In my publication "0. X, Coi11plex on electromagnetic waves in tfi.e decimeter and 
micrmva\'.e range''. I have announced in advance the use of .more sensitive new complexes 
with superreaction and superli.eterodyne applyii1g modernJuoes equipped with glands. 

·o. XI includes, indeed, all the recent iri1provements in electronic tubes and in 
relative circuits •. 

To achieve th~ purpose _to obtain sufficiently sensitive receiving complexes, the 
principle aiready adopted in the complex 6.X was followed, namely to add to the ·re-. 
ceiver a generator complex ( Fig. 21) which is capable to emit os.cillations of the same 
wave length as those received by the receiver. In this way, the receiving complex. can 
become appreci.ably more sensitive be,caure the dct€cting t11be, working over a. diode 
in particular and critical conditions, can detect the p·re~ence of oscillations of the sa111e 
frequency, or frequencies in the immediate vicinity, witli greater efficiency in the pres .. 
ence of a permanent oscillation of given. amplitude. This is not the cas·e if such a per.,. 
manent oscillation is absent.* 

I have to note here the following for the benefit of those who might not be familiar 
with the subject: The experimental _investigations in psychobiophysics, which I have per- · 
formed for thirty years with always increasing refinenient of the -research iristrutnents, 
are to e;,qJlore some manifestations of the human psychism by a surprise attack on the 
spot; they have led me to the detection of electromagi1etic phenomena which irradiate 
from the human btain in correlation to particular functional cerebro-psychic conditions 7 

and, more precisely, to stages of intense psychosensorial activity (oneiris1n, haliucina,
tions, telepsychisrn). I define as oneirism the peculiar psychic condition that is favor
able to d1·earns, normal hallucinatory phenomena during the sleep and dream,...like 
stages of the begil11lihg sleep and of the reverie. As hallucinations, I designate the 

* Also for the present nc,v experimental series which comprises the group of ex
periments performed from 19-H to 1954, I would like to emphasize, just as in the past~ 
the valuable, unparaUeled collaboration of l\'Ir. Eugenio Gnesti.tta, Dr. of Engineering, 
to whom I owe the designs foi· the construction of the_ radioelectric apparatus, and 
the conscientious and able work of lVIr; Ferdinando Rosa who has installed them under 
the guidance of Mr. Gnesutta. May I express my friendly tl1ought and affectionate feel
ing of gratitude to the memory of my excellent and tireless collaborator, Mr. Rosa. 
whose rece:µt untimely pasi;;ing is deeply regretted. 
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morbid,. especially visual phenomena of psychopaths and those provoked by certain drugs 
or by hypnotic suggestion. As telepsychism I define the whole gamut of subjective meta- · 
psychics (cryptesthesia, spontaneous· or ptagmatic; lucidity: clairvoyance: telepathy; 
rbabdom;mcy; radiesthesia; graphonomy; cartomancy; chiromancy). 

Figure 21 

Professor Gazzamalli while he examines the "generator". 

. . 

. From a general and theoretical point of view, I will restrict myself to report_· 
that my investigations join fundamenLllly all those that have been successively d_erived 
from Galvani's gr-eat discovery of animal electricity, which has _given us such a good 
understanding of vital phenomena, especially those of the activity of the nerves and of 
the brain. · · · 

The proofs of the fact that the energy of the nerves is not specific, but aspecific _ 
and of electrical and electromagnetic nature get more and more numerous and convin
cing, starting from the stimulation of the heart according to Galvani, defined then more 
exactly by-the brothers Weber as inhibition by .electromag1ietic excitation, followed by 
Helmholtz's research on the velocity bf t1,e nervous conduction; the demonsh·ation of 
the electric currents of the nerves, the muscles and fue tissues in general in the state 
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of rest, of action and. of change by Nobili, Tvlatteucci and Du Bois Reymond; up to the 

study of the electric currents of the heart (Waller) and the discovery of those in the 

brain (by Horsl~, Tchiricv and Nemminsky and, finally, Berger and Adrfa.n). 

Independent from the different theoretical considerations, .and based on a strictly 

experimental point of view, I wanted to investigate whether in determining conditions of 

psychic (psychosenso1~ial) actl vity, the brain zones in,;olved and harm.onically -i.vorhing 

could give rise to plrticul.ar radiating eff ec_ts. This principal 1:ioin.t of ri1y research in 

psychobiophsysics of the brain will be adequately illustrated in the chapter of the gen,

eral considerations. 

As instrument of basic experimental research I had recourse, from the very 

beginning; to the construction of spqcial triode oscillators and to more sensitive detec-

tors of electtomagnetlc waves. · 

· The radioelectric devices subsequent to the. oscillator complex 6. I, up to the 

oscillator complex 0. IX took advantage of all perfections in the splendid developµJ"ent 

of the radioelectric technology, eliminated successively the factors of.perturbation, 

reaching an optimum in stabilization with O.IX. 

0. IX was designed and constructed according to the triode typ·e of oscillator com

plex, using ultra-short waves an:d acc;:ording to the scheme of Hattley ,vith frequencies 

adjustable ii1 oscillations on a wave length of about 1 meter (frequency. of 30, 000 kilo-

cycles). · · 

1 have abandoned this experimental device jqst described becau.se, as I showed: 

in the series of researches performed \Vith 0. X, a new radioelectric apparatus has been 

· created with the model 0. X, which does no kmger use the principle of the p:>.·evious ap

paratus and, besides, implies a rernarkable progress in the technique and the results 

of the detection of th~ eiectrotnagnetic pheno111ena ·which irradiate from the human brain 

under the cerebropsychic conditioi;is mention,ed above. 

Oscillator. 

Description of the mic:rowave complex 0. XI with $uperreaction 

and superheterodyne. 

It uses a resonant line Ll-L2 ,, an ele111ent which determines .the frequency of the 

generated oscillation (Fig. 22). This line, of the half-wave type, Js connected to the end 

of the anode and to the grid of the triode V, type 955 (with gland). Among the junction 

points of the line, one is connected to the_ source of the supply of the anodic current 

across an arresting coil Ch, the other to the mass across a resistance R2. The con

denser C2 together with the coil Ch has the function to ·prevent that currents of radio 

frequency be carried away on tlle source of the supply. 

Coils Ch of proper diri1ensions are inserted in the circ\lit of the filament and of 

the tube V; a resistance Rl, to which a condenser Cl is diverted, polarizes automatically 

the grid. . .. 

The source of current supply is separated and properly stabilized.· The frequency 

of the oscillations generated can be varied by lengthening or shortening the lines Ll and 

L2. . 
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Figure 22 

Oscillator, .600 megacycles. 

·rr····· a·. 
. . 

-- ' 
. . . 

. b . 
T . 

Figure 23 

Mixer - oscillator. 

- + . 

V2 

C6 

cs 
+ 

· ·This receiver is suitable to receive the emission of the generating os.cillator just 

described. The circuit used is of the super heterodyne type; the most important part of· 

the complex consists of the entering circuit and of the mixing tube. The resonant ele

ment of the entering curre;:it consists of a l1ne L (Fig. 23) tuned up by means of a con

denser C consistlng of a metallic disk that can be brought close to the end cf the line L, 

On this line, towards the mass, the entering circuit (antenna) is conducted and a · 
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variable cond-er,ser Cl i1.1 series allows to change the coupling between the antenna and 
the line L. Its free end is connected to the gtid of the tube Vl. ·ru the cathodic circuit 
of this tube is a coil, coupling Ll to the oscillating circuit of the tube V2. In the anodic 

. circuit of VI is the primary of the transformer of inte'rmcdiate frequency, having a wide 
band with a basic frequency of 30 megacycles. - . . . 

The 1ube V2 is a.'1 oscillato_r of a frequency one•,half as .. large as the frequency to 

which the entering circuit of the tube VI is tuned. Thus trie second Ii.armonic is used 
in qrder to obtain a beating of intermediate frequency in the tube Vl which functions as 
a mixbg tube. · 

· TI1e oscillating circuit L2 C3 of the tube V2 is a classical Hartley, whereas C3 is 
a variable condenser actuated by a knob with fine adjustment ,vhich allows to obtain pre-
cise tuning. · 

The amplifier of intermediate frequeilcy (Fig. 24) which is next to the mb.:er Vl 
is of regular desigi1 and use,s two tubes VI and V2. The transformers of intermediate 
frequeih::y Tl and T2 are of special design in order to obtain a wide band for the purpose 
of furnishing a practically constant amplification even if the frequency of the oscillators 
of tl1e fransmitter or· the receiver vides within its limits. The h'an:Sfo1•mer T2 is fol
lowed by a detecting diode V3 and by the .low frequency amplifier V4. 

A resistance R 7 with a. variable terminal allows to regulate the signal applied to 
V4. In the anodic circuit of this tube there are an impBdance coil CH and .a trans.former 

T3 of low frequency whose secondary has an impedance tl1at can feed the registe1•ing de;·' 
vices. By means of the condenser CI3, currents of higher frequency can be derived .·· 
from the anodic circuit. The condenser Cil allows a direct derivation on the higher . · 
impedance of the primary circuit of the transformer. · 

.The aniodic supply of the complexes is attained by ·means of proper .feeders that 
are stabilized and filtered, using normal rectifying valves. TI1e electric circuit of these 
feeders is normal and need not be described in particular. 

TI1e two complexes (Figs. 25 and 26) :u"e. arranged in a screeneµ-off room, at a 
distance of several meters from each othei'. The subject is placed bebveen the bvo com
plexes and predsely at t11e side of the receiver in a semi-spread out position on the 
small sofa. 

TI1e antenna used is made from .;i copper wire which runs about 50 cm above the 
body of the subject and parallel to it; it is attached to the walls of the room, insulated 
by insulating supports (Fig. 27). Another type of antenna consists of a metallic band 
made of copper, open and insulated by a rubber cover, 45 millimeters high, which is 
placed around the head of the s.ubject in a way that it embraces it from the occiput to 

the frcntal region (Fig. 28). · 

In my experiments, so!'netimes the one, and sometimes the other type of antenna 
was used, ru1d occasionally also both at the sa111e time. No particular differences could 
be found whether the first or the second antenna system was used or whether both were 

applied simultaneously (Fig. 29). 

An oscillation or perturbation which originates in the subject reaches the antenna. 
of the receiving complex. This complex which has already been influenced by the oscil
lation produced by the generator, will reveal variations due a summation or subtraction 

- 6 
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. of U1e two oscillations recorded, namely the permanent one and the oi1e which comes 
from the subject. The latter is inva,riably changing iri. frequency or in amplitude, and 
since there will be no variatiorfin the permanent oscillation in the receiver after. the 
detection, it will prqduce well defined and constant sounds eithe1· as rustles or ~ 
knocks. · · 

----~ .. ·• -~-

Figure 25 

Red light was chosen for the illumination of the insulating roorn: during the experi-
ments in order to achieve th.e best state .of psychic tranquillity in the subjects in general 
and especially those of great sensitivity. 

From one to three experimenJators, equipped with headphones, can follow the 
stages of the experiment with the possibility of exact control of the apparatus arid the 
subject (Fig. 30). · · · 

A registering device is ci:nmected with the microwave complex; it consists of an 
oscillograph with a vibrating chord for registration on film;· it is arranged in the dark 
room which is. next to the insulating room (Fig. 12, page 108). The S\vitch which sets 
the apparatus in motion and stops the film is located in the dark room, operating from 
the isolating room by means of a wooden ~iding rod. 
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Figure 26 

After the two co1'ilplexes, the .generator and receiver are tuned, the subject of ex
perhnentation is introduced into the spreened~off cabin and he spteads himself, as men- · 
tioned, on the small sofa while the metallic band is applied to his head. The band is · 
slackly connected to the aerial of the receiver over a plate serving as condenser. Or 
the copper wire antenna which runs 50 cm above the subject's head and pi1rallel to him: 
is .left i'n place without 11s.ing _the metallic band.· Or one can also apply simultaneously 
both devices, the antenna and the metallic band on the head. 

The normal subjects ( oneiroid) are asked to give themselves up to a dr_eaming 
state with closed eyes, or to sleep. In these persons, as it is known, sleep and dozing · 
are preceded or immediately accompanied by hypnagogic hallu.cinations. Or they are 
asked to give themselves up, always with closed eyes, to the greatest calm and psychic 
inactivity until they reach the condition which is called passive psychical state. This · 
state is then brusquely interruf)ted by a;·, awakening or psychosensorial exciting stim
ulus, concerning a fact or a person that deeply interests the subject in an e~ctic:ta.1-
affective sense. 
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This experimental method is use<l by me when I want to detennine th~ effect 
or psycho-physical reflex, which I have designated as cerebro-psychor:uJiating reflex; it 
consists in a brusque action on the oscil1atory complex,. an c=;ffect of i·acliating electro
magnetic phenomena from the brain of the subject; anq just this reaction to a sudden 
a11Cl unQ'.\:-pected psychic stimulus may provoke in the subject a state of psychosensorial 
orgasm. 

The pathological subjects (hallucinatory) arc allowed to abandon themselves; 
but also here the suggestion of 9losing the eyes is indicated, since_ the attenuation or ex'
clusion of sµi'rounding sensorial stimuli promotes the hallucinatory effervescence. 

Fm· the telebsychic (sensitive) subjects, and thus for t11e so~called clairvoyants, 
telepaths, cryptesthetics, hypnotized, rhabdomants, radiesthetics, graphognomes, 
cartomants ind chii~omants, the experimental methods are adapted (or each case to the 
particular necessities of the ·metapsychic phenomena to be explored. 

Subjective metapsychics, so-called, relates, indeed, to psychological (mental) 
phenomena of lucidity, clairvoyance, telepathy, .accident.al or expei'imental crYijtesthesia, 
rhabdomancy, radiesthesia, graphog11omy, cartomancy, chirmomancy. Sensitive -is the 
desig11ation for the human subject ,vh.o is the condition sin.e qua non of subjective or 

· mei1tal metapsychic phenomena. 1\ll these subjects are examined practically for their 
specific sensitivity or faculiy, and then are asked systematically to close their eyes and 
abandon themselves to fancifulness, and a d1·eaming state; these psychosensorial condi
tions :are almost habitual in these subjects and indeed characteristic for their 
telepsychis1n. 

In these cases the question is to explore exactly the particular psychophysiologic 
state of small trance with its relatively sharp sensorial cerebropsychic aci\;ity in its 
essence, intensity and duration, together with the 1:iossibly-emerging phenomena of an 
um11istakably metapsychic n:1.t.ure. · · 

For example: In order to explore the state of small traiice of rhabdomantics from 
my psychobiophysic expel'i:mental pofot qf view, I have proceeded according to the follow
ing scheme of examination, followe,d methodically. 

Aft.er the subject has· spread out on the small sofa and the appa1~atus are in 
regular operation, I ask him to give himself up to the greatest psychic calmness, this 
:rneans to the passive psvchic state. After a few minutes I direct the subject to proceed, 
in the state of psycliic concent-ration habitual to him, with rhabdomantic investigatfon · 
just as if he were acting on any point whatsoever of the soil. ·· · 

In a second part of the experil11ent, I advise the subject that I will place on his 
lower limbs or on his abdomen some bot_tles containing certain liquids (without disclosing 
their nature to him). I had marked these bottles before with numbers which indicate 
their contents (e.g., gasoline, water, alcohol, petrolel,l'm, wine), and ask him a little 
later to concentrate his attentibn on them and to tell me the tesults of his investigation. 

I repeat the same testwith metals, such as lead, iron, copper and gold. 
. . 

In a third part of the experiment I observe the pi'ychosensorial behavior of the 
subjects during sleep, or in reverie, as in the oneiroid subjects. Besides, I interrupt 
a passive psychic state with sudden brusque orders: e.g., 11Lookfor water!", etc~ 

13 
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According to the results of the experiment, I take the examinations up again. 

Thus I will say, in pragmatic cryptesthesia, referring to the bottles with the liquids 

and the nietals, that they gave me the best reaction; informing this tini.e the subjects· 

about the nature of the liquid (that of tlie metal can be seen) that is under his examina-

tion. · 

It is· :1dvi,s~ble to interpose short 'rest periods between one part and the other of 

· the test, or so111etimes between one experiment and the next or;ie. depe1iding -on the esti-

mated aiid variable capacity andresistance of the individual subjects. · 

With regard to all sensitives as a g1·oup., I \vOuld. like to state that such subjects 

are, in the state of s111all trance, actually in partial dissociation of their psychical per

sonality, to a greater or lesser degree, depending on the psychic and sensitive type. 

A sensitive person can get into an autohypnotic crisis similar to that of a medium 

with changing personality instead of the normal, but usually appears in the state of ap-. 

parent normality with automatic writing, explorations of the soil as in rhabdomantics, 

of the hands as in chiromantics, handwl'iting as in graphognomics, and objects as in · 

generic cryptesthes.ics. hi these· cases, howevef, the expert in psychophysiology a11d 

neuropsychiatry notices that tl1e subject, though he may take part at times in the con

versaiion or write or walk, is actually in a state which could be called of expecting 

attention. He is absorbed and, as it were, detached from his surroundings. Thus he 

fii1ds himself in a half-cl,rearning state _and it may express ·itself as fancifulness, or 

ci:eativc artistic activity, or philosophic and scieiitific speculations, involving automatism 

as is evident from the actions. We know also that in the case of the sensitive there is 

the possibility to enter and leave, and reenter and leave again, the characteristic psycho-·

physiologic state wllich I have defin¢d as small trance. 

Such a state is accomparuEld by neuro-organic, neuro-muscula:r, neuro-vascular 

and neuro"-psychip reactions which prove that cliffetent cerebra-somatic a11d cetebro.

p,sychic reflexes are involved. During this state appear perceptions of the reality of 

facts which the norm:11 acitivity of the senses. would not allow to obtain of the outside 

world. Therefore the subject sees places, persons, etc., far away, or he sees ,vhat 

takes place in other minds, or events that occur at other loc.ations; in exceptional cases 

he even foresees what will happei1 in the future. He sees; that means in this case, a true 

and real dream unfolds itself in front of him. · 

From the mon1ent when the subject enters with closQd eyes into the dreaming 

state or into fancifulness with more or less intense visions; •r when he recalls with · 

plastic liveli11ess. persons and events that arouse him emotionally; or when half-asleep 

he becomes a victim of hypnagogic hallucinatio:1s; cir when he falls into a state of lively 

dreams; or ,vhen he follows provoked or spontaneous hallucinations; or when he gets 

into the state of small trance as happens in sensitive persons; then the experimenting 

investigator discontinues all psychological intervention. Instead, he pays diligent ob

servation to the mimic expression and to the general attitude of the subject and simul

taneously to acoustic re2.ctions he might hear in his head:..phones, which might consist 

in a posi1ive case in rustles and knocks, isolated or in succession, or like a thunder. 

I would like to mention that, prior to the start of the e:---periments, a recomri1enda

ti6n had been given to the subjects; namely, to keep as calm as possible and not to try to 

1:c'llk about the theme of their visions at the moment when they appear, or suddenly, but 

only later when the pai·ticular psychic condition is over and they have returned to awake

ness. 
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This experimental det::til sugg8sted itself to me from the repeated observatioris / 
that,. when tllis state of sensorial charbe and emotional tension was clischai·ged by meaiis 
of motoric, vas~~lar or glandular expressions (impas-sionecl reactions, glowing of the 
face, sighs and tears), the :i:-adiating p:ienomenon becan:i.e suddenly discontinued. · 

The film is 1 O_ or 30 metets long and can be projected on a movie screen. ,By: 
·means of stops, resumptions, and spacings in the film tlie reading of the curves in rela
tion to the psychosensorial pher:.omena of the subject can. be facilitated. For reasons 
of bretiiy and lack of space, I can only reproduce hGre some short p;:i,rts of positive 
films, selected from the most demonstrative ones. I have called the raclio~cerebro
psychic oscillogram which reveals the electromagnetic phenomena radiating from the 
braill in. intense psychosensori.al activity, cerebra-psychic radiogram, or, in a single 
word, radiocerebropsychogram ( RCPG). 

I must also emphasize that, in comparison with the positive films, the negative 
films - this J).1e::rns those which are 111eaningless - are quite numerous; this is, of course, 
due to the many tests where the indicated particular psychosensorial phenomena are ab
sent or extremely ,veak. This applies to subjects who were found to be absolutely inert, 
or deprivec:\_~f psychosensorial liveliness, either by transitory conditions of inertia· 
(monthly period in women, states of organic indisposition, etc,,7 of persons who are 
usually active (oneiroid, halluciriatory, sensitive) and therefore subject to great psycho.:. 
sensorial variations; or feigned sensitive .ones who are ach1ally simple automats, or 
feigi1ed hallucinatories who are in reality explaining deliria. 

As a matter of fact, the hurn.an subject is, from a psychical point of view, ex-
. tremely unsteady; particularly in the realm of paranormal:ity and pathology. At certain 

times accidental emotional reactions or casual variations of the general conditions are 
sufficient to in.duce an inhibition, of course. orily temporary; of the phenomena. 

Thus, in such a case the subject does not enter, and canpot succeed in entering, 
that psychic state which is necessary and favorable to the distinct e>-1)ression of the 
psychosensorial phenomena, which under regular and favorable conclitions are n1ani-. 
fested with all tl1eir impressiveness. 

Subjects who give pos.itive results by intensive psychosensorial activity are sub
divided1 as mentioned, into three ·groups: Normal (oneiroid), pathologic (hallucinatory), 
and telepsychic (sensitive). Tiie psychic phenomenology e:-.1)ressed by these persons in 
the expehmental sessions, sho,ved, of course, the characteristics of normality (from 
the oneiroid stag-es of the true and real dream which accompanies sleep and which is 
a tru~ and real normal hallucination up to the arti~icial hallucinatibns); of pathology 
(true and real, especially visual hallucinations); and of teleJ2:?ychism, respectively 
(state of small trance of sensitive persons \vith appearance of subjec::tive metapsychic 

· phenomena, namely mental). · 

Every radio-cerebro-psychogram is preceded by a short explaining note on the 
psychic personality of the subject, arid followed by the indication of the corresponding 
psychic, psychopathologic, or metapsychic facts. 

I.have to emphasize that only the complete reading of the entire films allows to 
follow the whole corresponding development of the intensive psychosensorial phenomena 
in correlation with the electromagnetic phenomena radiating fro1u the brain. The read
ings can be taken directly on the film or from its cinematographic projection. 
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TI1e parts of films selected for typographical reproduction of 10 to 12 cm length 

should, therefore, be considered as partial elements of the whole organic structure, 

,vhich rcp·esents the complete <:::xperimental film which always unrolls in straight cor

relation with the psychoscnsorial phenomenology of the subject, as it emerges during 

this experiment. 

Thus the considerations, whether in general or in particular, which I will de

velop after the illustration of the RCPG v:ill refer, not only to"the short reproduced 

film sections, but to the entire. fil'ms from which these derive, ru1d which form the 

complete physical documentation of eve1·y experiment for ea,ch individual subject. 

In the present paper, I am limiting the reproduction to some among the most 

interesting and evident cerebropsychic radiogr::1.ms, and rac.lio,-cerebro-psychograms 

(RCPG) which refer to the groups of subjects, as indicated above, examined, studied, 

and objects of experiments from 1941 to 1954. Among hundreds of experiments, pref

erence is given to some of the most dernonstTative, either on account of the typical 

personality of tl1e subjects, oneiroid in the field of normality, or hallucinatory in the 

field of psychopathology, or sensitive in the metapsychic field. 

Radiocerebropsychop:ralns: RC PG of normal subjects with 

intensive psychosensoriality (oneiroid) 

C. A.: Fanciful male subject with very vivid oneiroid expressions. RCPG relative 

lo the intensive visual, quasi-hallucinatory recollection of his son (c3.eceased) in sailor's 

uniform during a le"'ve, coming from China. 

I,,-
1 ;. 

I I· 1 ,' 
'I : t;.. 
i i 

~-.· -...... :., 
. , ..... -..... -.--.......... , ........ _._"" _______ _ 

i L. - . 

M. E.: Oneiroid subject. RCPG relative to a complex a11d very clear cinem.ato- · 

graphic vision of hostile persons. 

r 
i 
l. r _____ ::..:-. 
! 
i 

·: I. 

\·. -I 
·I 
l ·, 
I 

.~=-- ---·--· -·····--·~----... -... ___ ,. ·----- ·- -____ ---~ .: .... ------------ ___ j - ------···· -------·--··---··~--. •"---:, 
. ' 

1 

-·---·--··~ ------

l\iI. R. : Oneiroicl subject with a very lively visual psychosensorial activity, p1"one 

to auto- ru1d hetero-hallucinations. RCPG relating to a quasi-hallucinatory very clear 

vision, with closed e·yes,' of the mother when she was still living. 
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G. V.: A subject with intensive visual psychosensorfal activity and frequent most· 
vivid oneirisr11 in the s.t:'lte of re\'.erie. RCPG rebting to a very distincLvisual recollec- • 
tion of the engaged. This is a positive last part of the film. 

I 
I 
t 
l 
! 

~ 

1 
j 

l 
I 
I 

l ·, 
L-------------'----------··--~~----..--1 

. M. E.: A subject with an intensive visual psychosensorial activity, easily dream-
ing in reverie with unusu.al oneiric-hallucii1atory intensity in sleep. __ 

f:· 
I ' ~.-...... ., __ ,-~ .. ·-·-,,,_-;_. ,. 

. l'"'·-· - -~~~- -..--.. '. .. ..-.:.,_ .... ;: / .. -··(.-\ _,".,: ·:; . ·, .· '• 
t , ·--· 

l 

.. ,-. .. -... ,. 

.. ~;-:--., 
: , -- . l 

1. . • ·• • . -,_ ,,.-... ,""l 
... --... ' 1 

. . . 

RCPG relating in the first and secoi1d part to ·the injunction of recollec:tio1~ of famil~a:r 
scenes: The reaction _is negative and the subject wonders atH. In the third part of the 
film the subject is asked to ·close her eyes and to give herself up to sleep; allowing free 
play to possible visions: Intensive cerebra-psychic-radiant reaction which is repeated 
in the fourth and fifth part of the film, while the sµbject is always in a state of dream-
ing sleep. In ce:rtain iiltervals the regular breathing is interrupted by positive reactions~ 
After a,vakening the subject attributes th<:;m to various visions of scenes and persons 
with herself acting in the dreams which show true animated scenes such as: a scene . 
with a :cow wliich chased after her,· frightening her badly; a dream where she finds her
self in her own garden at the age of about 10, while a man tries to talrn her by the sides 
and the breasts ai1d she flees in a state of great alarm; a d1~eam where she is at the . 
Neurological Institute :with most vivid vision of the physicians; orderlies and nurses and 
herself whei1 a rachicentesis was performed on her dia'g11ostically with negative resu}t .. 
The film proves clearly the controlled correlation of the oneiric phenomena in sleep · 
and tqe registered electromagnetic radiai1t reactions. · · 

0. E.: A subject with lively visual onefroid psychosensotial activity.· RCPG 
relating to. an oneiroid vision of a panorama of a castle adjacent to her own house and 
even the interior of tl1e most beautiful palace. · 

17 
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B. L.: The subject is a painter ,endowed with an :eXC?ptional visual psychosen
soriality. 

....... -,_.., 

. . -J,_' . . 
. . .... -.-- -... _· -- -. --~7 

-I 
1 

First RCPG relating to an intensive vision in all particulars of Smith Peak of :rviount 
Grigna in the Dolomites reproduced in chalk at this moment and very distinc_t in all 
details. Perfect correlation. of the last part of the_ filrn relating to the drawing of South 
Grigna with the cerebro-psychic~radiating reaction. 

\ ..... ~-~---_- -- : ··•·•··:···-·;, . 1 -i -- .:: l 
t·:~i_:-_ .-: -- :: --- -- -- ----~ _._._._~ :::, _: _. ~, ------ --~- -_::_ ::-::.-.~:_;_:.-: .-::.-:.:: ::.:.::·.:.:.::l 

••.· - .- ' 
~ ·-.-,••-•· l.._.• • 

Second RCPG relating to an intensive ha.llucinatory cinematographic vision of the recently 
a.ccomplished ascent of this mountain, and with other mou11taineers in the chain of the 
Andes. Perfect psychophysic correlation. 

G.A.: A subject endowed with il1tensive visual psychosensorial activity, typically 
oneiroid, prone to auto- and hetero-hallucinations. RCPG in correlation to an oneiric 
state wi.th a most lively dreaming vision of personal experiences that occurred in prior 
years and marked cerebro-psychic-racliating reaction and quite characteristic of this 
individual case .. 
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Radiocerel~:i·oDsvchogrJ.ms fflC PG) of psychopathological 

subi ects (hallucinating) 

N. ?.I.: A female subje.ct, 16 years old, neuropsychopq.thic of hysteroid character 
with lively hallucinatory oneirism. 

~ 
1 I 

L~-----"---~-~---- .· .'! 
-~-~---· _. ·JI 

· First RCPG in relation to a vision, with closed eyes,·· of her own ~ick grandmothe;,. and . 
si.,:ccessively of herself and of her brother in the country and finally of the grandmother 
1·io-l,t afi-er her cJc" th 'l"he ps"ci-0~1,vs;c Aor--e1·1ti~n 'S evident · ....... 0 ....... • .., ...... ~"'...._.......... ..LL J :f ~L l.JLJ..)' .&.. ·'-' + ... j( .v J.. J.._ • 

····-· ··--- ------------------·· ..... ,_, _______ _ 
t" 
i 
! 

, . -l __ ·------·-"··--··-·-·----·-----r--- -------- . -- _---------------· :-----·• .. ---~ ·--·--···· ... ·.--· . -·-·-·-·----·•·•· ... , ~ .... --· -_;~· 

I . 
I 
I ..... 

Second RCPG reL:t.ting .to an order given to the subject who was in a passive psychical 
state to fall asleep with a thought about a psychos~nsuil trauma that occurred at age 7. 
,A.fter 5 minutes the subject is. in a state of incipient slcei) and clearly positive reactions 
are perceptible in the head-phor:es, while hallucinatory oneiroid reactions of great in
tensity and obviously on the theme of the undergone trauma, on the person who caused 
it and her family, are appearing. An evident psychophysical correlation. 

M. E. : A female subject, 17 years old, affectBd by a typical hysteric neurosis 
which befalls her with extreme facility and rapidity in the oneiric state. Prone to auto
and hetero-suggestions and hallucinations. 

----------~·-----...-----·-----------·-··--···-

c..1 C ~-.. i 
... '""i 

... I 
;,,: .. -•.. . ............ •··· __ .,__ __ ............. .. 
l.•••------••.•••-H~• •' • _,.._;, ••••••• •· ,,., ~-•• -•• • •,o. 

I . 
I 
I'. 

i_ 

. ~ ... · .... ______ :;:. .. <··,..:: \· ·_J 
, , ~ ~ .. , ;. ! 

., l) u i,.l .,. - • u' 

First RCPG relating to a clear vision, of cinematog1~a_phic type, of persons who interest 
the subject affectively-and emotionally. - ------
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Second RCPG relating to a h~1llucinatory oneirism induced with the development of most 
vivid pictures and visions of erotic content in which the subject saw herself in the dress 
of the leading acti'ess. 

0. F. : Hysteric subject with oneiroid hallucinatory crises crowded by micro.,. 
and maci'o-visions of various subjects. 

----··· -- .. . . . r--..•---· _ .. _____ ~_ ~ --.. =---•-.-------------- ·-·-----, . l - - - :i 
l...... ,.. _ r- ..... ~- ___ ----~ .~ ... ~ ... -------~ .~ .. -··--·--•--!-1 -r-· , .. ,. 0 .. '"',' -.- ... -- . 0 ,•, ,< •-•-- .... -- .. -••"": .... ~, 0 ·• :. ~ ·: • '"7""' 0 ...... _ • ---•H·--- -•··- - • 1 

• l ) 

~ -1 ;_________________________ ·. -------------. -------. ---------·-- ) 

- . - ~- --------- ------
RCPG relating to .a vision of little latnbs which walked backwards while the subject is in 
an oneiric state with her eyes closed. From 4:22 to 4:35 P:CVI the subject enters a.state 
of the type of small trance; positive sig11al~ appear in the he2.d-phones at 4:35 PiVI in 
correlation to the vl.sio11 of a diving bird which tTansforms itself into an owl and ap
proaches thi-eateningly the subj_<:;ct. An experhnent of pragmatic cryptesthesia follows, 
by placing a sealed envelope into the hands of the subject. Almost immediately the 
subject sees the numbers 5 and 8. In the envelope there was a picture postcard wi1h 
the portrait of the musician S15011tl.ni. On the sleeve of his black jacket near the border 
the number 8.305 was written distinctly in white. • · 

B. E.: A psychopath.ic subject with impressive visual ~nd aeoustic hallucinatory 
symptomatology. · 

r-.~~ ~~---.~-~-~~~-~-~-~-. 
~ .. ,_..,. ____ _ 
I . , -f~·-,--, - r ~ r--__,.,...,,, 
I 
i, 

RCPG relatirig to a very clear hallucinatory vision, with closed eyes, of women ,vho 
molest her :1nd whose voices she heard asking her to "say everything". The psycho
physical correlation of the visual and acoustical hallucinatory state with the irradiation 
(rom the bra.in is perfect. \Vhen the person was bi·usquely awakened into alert con
sciousness, boththe psychopathic and physical-l'"adiating phenomena came simultaneously 
to an end.-

M. I.: Psychonervous subject with hysteroid somato-psychic symptoms and vivid 
oneirism in sleep and in reverie. 
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··------~--------~ First RCPG relating to SJ?Ontaneous hallucfoatory visions, characteristic of dream, emerging during a state of spontaneous sleep. 

r 
! 
I . I.· ...... ,, .• ·• ..... ·. ,--.... ----......... ·-! . 

~--:-... •':'> - -_ :_ -·- ' • .I 

·-----• - ----· .. ·.· 

1 
l 
1 

. ...... -..... -,• ~--J 
. , ......... --.. ..... --·-.-, 

l 

1 
l 

Second RCPG relating to a vision, with closed eyes, of impassioned scenes which act-ually occurred to her in the recent past where the acting character played a predomi ~ • nant role with all the various expressions. A typical 1jsychophysic correlation. 
T. A.: A psychonervous subject with systematic nightly oneirism. Her painful dreams repeat themselves successively several times during the night, always with a.wakening dori1inated by fear of sunlight. 

· 

-..,·: I' ... ... ·.· 

l.-

------------- .. , ____ -- ---------------
First RCPG relating to a perfect hailucinatory visidn of friends, localities and encounters, while the subject was in a state of somnolence. 

... _,M -•••-~• .._ .. •••••-••• ••• ... ,•-• • • -

·r·· - -. ' . . 

. ..... ..... _,_.... ,., ... _ ........ --r ·~~---. ,. . ,: ~ ..... ~ ......... 

> ••• ~-.-: ... 

....... •-.'. . . ,,,, __ ··- j . __ ; ,. -·~-· :....-___ ..,_ _,,_,..:,.. __ ] .. .... .,. '.;. ':" . 

_,_ ~ ·. ~.,,.,. -· - - __ ,. -------·· .,..--..s---------------- -----·- __ ...,. _______ _ 
Second RCPG clearly positive and in the same psychic conditions relating to a ·quasihallucinatory visual recollection of scenes in all ·details relating to a jol(rney just · . completed. · 

· 
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Third RCPG in relation - while the subject is in state of reverie - to a familiar emo-· 
tional ::ifeciive event which appeared spontaneously to the oneiric conscience o·f the · 
subject. All this in evidently psychic~l and physical radiant correlation. 

C. P~: A psychoneuroiic hysteroid subject with most 'i.rivid spontaneous oneirism 
iT~ sleep and ii1 reverie. RCPG relative to a hall.uc;i_natory vision in reveri~ of emotionally 
affective sce1ies in a m&uit;.1in pasturage which occurred hetween the subject and her 
suitor. 

. . 
·--··-···------· . ·-· :•-- --- -·-· ·--------------~-------· ---·· -------- .. · 

I. 

M. N. : A subject who has recovered after a serious encephalitis. A painter as 
a hobby ,vith psychosensorial visual activity, oneiric and oneroid in a rather high degree. 
The ability to visualize is well developed. 

I ' l 
l '···--------·- .· .-..... ·- ·. -.· ___ J. ;::--==--~--..-•-----·--...:-_:_ _ _:-_...,_. -.... :_-.:=:~ .. --:'.'"::::.:; .. : ... --------· . . j l . J 
I ~ i • 
~ . 1 ! - . 

First RCPG relating to a hallucinatory vision' of the painting "The Pleiads" 011 which she 
is working, with simultaneous intensive cerebro-psycho-radiating reaction.. · 

-----"--- "" ... -----·· --·- ..... . 

Second RCPG relating to a quasi-hallucinatory vision of the head of St. Joseph in one of 
her paintings. The cerebro-1)sycho-radiating reaction is strictly correlative.· 
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Third RCPG relating to a quasi-hallucfoatory cinematographic vision of a p-ugiHstic 
scene in all its det:iils of deve.lopment with a positive cerebro-psycho-radiating reac
tion. The subject, with her eyes closed,. was in a spontaneous reverie. 

. . . 

Radiocerebropsyd1ograms (RCPG) i1·1 · telep~ychic (sensitive) 

subjects 

S.R.: A rhabdomantic subject wiJh positive search forwa~er. 

,· -·· -- ----· .... j 

I . · . · · --l 
1··: .. ·.· ·. ; .. :·· ··- --,--~-:·.:·.:.~-: ..... -·-······-- ----- ··-----1 

i l 

First RCPG relating to an auto-hallucinatory oneirism pertaining to his own family life, 
while the subject is in a state of revel'ie. 

---- - -.· ~ .· ·-~.7· ~. •.•----~--'----] 

;~' ..... •· , .... '" · ........... _,_,,__,.. ·. ·····-···--· •-'"·•-· 

-r·:· ·- ~ - ..... ---- ~ .... ·-----• ... ~--- --
, 

·•--M~--~--- ... ~•.-·- _ .... _ ... • ,.._, ~-·•·•• .. --• -.-~ -----•-.:•-•--•--·• .• M 
l 
·1 

--~---·---- .. ,-. --··-•·'"'"•• · ... --··-···- ·-·--····•--·· . .-:j 

l . 
----:....:.,.::.:.;.:=::::..·:c,···:.a;•··'"'-·=..:··c:;···:;:;•·-::,:;··-=-=:c._.,=..-=..;~'-'=_._;_..;c•'--'-'·-'-'·"-·· =···~· ·=··~-~~~-=--,...,.,....;~~~----

. . 

Second RCPG in relation to a cerebro-psycho-radiating reflex induced with the order to 
tlle subject, in small trance, to search for water. 

NI. M. : A subject with remarkable ca1iability for hypnotization. In his f::nnily are 
three sensitive sisters. He practices hypnotism: as a hobby; during his rnilitary service. 
he succeeded in avoiding anesthesia for a fellow soldier who had an abscess operated 
while he was in a hypnotic state induced by the subject. He is also supposed to have 
healing abilities. · 

[·. • .• • .. ·• : .• ··... ✓••• , .. , •• ,c_ ,;·'. ·"' • .... ·'•·-•-.✓ -~· :, .. > .. -...... ' .,.~-·-. .- .. ···•·· .. •-·--.---.--1 
ff .- .... _· ... -- =~~~- -·:··---~ :··-·:-~--] 
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First RCPG iii 1·elation to "passes" in the h~micranic region on the right side of the 
patient, affected by neuralgia of the trigeminus. 

! ......... ,.-- -- ........... ·-·· ... ~ .... ,. 
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Second RCPG relative to the hypnotiz:1tion of the mal.e subject who falls rapidly into hyp
nosis and undergoes the suggestion - by putting a book in his hand - to rock a baby, to 
talk to his fiaricee; and his acts and physionomi.e reflexes comply with tl1e hetero
suggestive state. The hypnotization is performed with the syst~ni of eye fixation. 

X. Y.: A sensitive subject, prone to auto-hallucinations since childhood with 
premonitory visions. Falls easily into the state of small trance. RCPG relative to 
a visiOi'l 6f Tibet, of a white city, of a comn10n bath of perso11s dressed in white in the 
river Ganges, of a teniple with a golden throne, and finally of a colonnade in fire ·with 
fantastic figures who have faces with a cyclo1,ic eye. 

f 
r . . 
-r----::~---~--:~---_: . ___ · -· 

i ' 
' I 
L.·---------------- ~--~~-------~ 

L. G.: A sensitive subject whose mother had a remarkable ability as a medium{ 
At age 10, she had the first manifestations of sensitivity with spontaneous metapsychic 
cognition of real facts, and this in the state of somnolence (small trance). InAugust 
1946 she had a premonition in h~r dream, late1~ verified in every detail, of a grave ac-
cident of her own mother. The subject falls spontaneously into small trance. · 

'.1 

/·: --'· CCCC.CC'CC , ' ",,. _-- :- ·: -~------ ·-,-----:. :: ,-·- .... - -·- ,,,,, .:, ___ .'"C'-CJ 
! . 

-j. 
I 
I 

RCPG relati;g to a state of small trance, during whtch the subject had premonitory 
visions of an iriundantion with people iil flight and teri-ifying scenes. Such an event c>c
curted actually four months later in the plains of Northern Italy. The psychophysical . 
torrelation is. evident. 
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G. A.: A sensitive subjed ·with strongly marked cryptesthetic sensitivity which ~:.ppe:ired :it about age 2.2 with autoprern.onitions, followed by well confirmed facts and verified true telepsychic visio:1s. · The subject read correctly 111 turned over poker cards. He falls easily into a state of srnall t1,ance, duringwhich the telepsychic phe-nomena ai·e manifested. · · · · 
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First RCPG in perfect correlation to a state of small trance with exact identification of cards in a poker pack in the h::;_nd of Mr. Eugene Gnesutta, doctor of engineering (present at the experiment), and especially of the red and })lack jolly jokers. 
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Second RCPG relative to a visfon of playing cards in the interior of a pack, which he identified ·in their po.sition and value, and even with an exact description. Perfect psychophysical correlation with clearly positive cerebro-psycho-radiating rea-ction, while the subject, in the state of evident and marked sm:111 trance; announces that in the pack of cards,. the 14th will be the queen of diamonds; the 16th will be the queen of hearts; the red five of diai':nonds 'ivill be the 18th or 1~th card; the jack of clubs will be the 23rd or 2,1fo; the ace of spades t.he 30th. i\,fy co~workets, Dr. Eugene Gnesutta and Mr. Ferdinando Rosa ,;.,ere present during the experiment. The pack of cards was in my hands. · 

M.A.: A sensitive subject, endo'-ved with an excellent cryptesthetic sensitivity, who examines with a little pendulum clock the handwritings of persons she does not knqw, and with her eyes closed. RCPG relating to a state of sm.a.11 trance, during wl1ich the .. · subject, in the handwriting of a person unknown to her, identifies exactly tl1e physical ru1d psychical character of a· progressing disease. · 
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G. G.: A stibject of 111\;';dium-like sensitive and cryptesthetic character a.nd of 
mummifying influence· en dead little anin1;:ds and o·n orgaJ1s of animals and flowers. A 
hypri:otizing '.'he:iler". During the experinient; i.he subject enters the state of small trance, with half-closed eyes. RCPG rehtive to a state of concentration of thought, for the purpose of mummifying, on three little di:=:;hes containing small fish, grapes; and a carnation. An exact psychophysical cori·elation. · 
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V. C.: A -r-habdo'mantic subject, who found water in numerous .samples ta"ken . from. estates, which w:1s confirmed by certificates fron1 pubiic and private organizations. Cl2irvoya.nt. He actually discovered waters with healing properties. 

First RCPG relating to a search, on my order, of water in the subsoil of the building where the experiments were made, to find out whether there is any, and if the answer is positi,,e, its depth. He uses a rod of Indian cane. The state of expecting attention (s1.:nall trance) is evident. Precise radiating psychophysical correlation . 
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Second RCPG relat~ng· to a seai·ch for coal, -holding in the palm of his right hand a scrap of metallurgical coke, and usi11g the rod of Indian cane. He says that he ''feels" that there is coal in the direction North-East at a distance of 90 to 100 kilometers. Positive reactions with correlation to these successive states of small trance. The f:.ame occurs with the search for petroleum. It was observed that the radiating bq.in reaction was in correlation at the moments of evident marked small trance and that it gradually disap
peared with the successive movements of the rod. 
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Third RCPG relating to the viswilization at a distance of the patient, Mr. S., whom the 
subject intends to fr2·at as a "healer". 

B. D.: A sensitive cryptesthettc and distinctly oneiroid subject. 
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- First RCPG relating to the recollection of a grave accident that occurred to her OWh 

little girl; in which she lost her life, and of the feelings connected therewith. It ca.11 be 
seen that the clearly positive cerebro-psychic-r8.diating 1'esult spends itself a.s tl1e sub- · 
ject, -by tl1e com111otion, breaks into tears. 
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Second RCPG relating to the onetroid recollection of her school life in Lu.xembourg and 
especially of a nun who was very dear to her. . 

. I I I ,, 
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Third RCPG relating·:to a vision in oneiric state of her two living children. 
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F.:'II.: A t·ypic:11 sensitive cryptesthetic .subject, also chirognomic oriimpres""'. 

sions of b::::.nds with positive results under the inlluence of_ clairvoyance. He was thor

oughly ex:ni1ined by Prof. Ayman.i and Prof. Cazzarnalli, who made him the object of 

a publication, Di:·.· Orne Ha Bacchetta is pr;esent at th~ experiments. · 

j 
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First RCPG relating, '1u st::1tes of s1r1aU trance, to the e::{amination of fingerprints of an 

·unknown petson of whoi.11 he_ gives ex:::.ct descriptions both from the 1Jhysical ai1d the psy

chical point of v:iew. The correlation bet,veen the p1•agi11atic cryptesthesia and the 

cerebr'o'-psycho-racliating reaction of Uie subject is i)erfect. 
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Second P.CPG relatiI'.g to the positive exa111il1at::.on of finger prints of an unknown person 

with a perfect individualization of the physical and psychical characteristics and of a pro 

gr~ssinz disease. 
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Thil7d RCPG. The subject is in an oneiroid state with closed eyes and has a most vivid 

visual quasi-hallucinatory recollection bf a scene relating to a psychic ti·aumi undergone 

at foe· age of 20 years.• The cerebro~psycho-radiating reaction is distinctly positive · 

wilri a direct psychophysical correlation. · 

R~ T.: A typical sensitive subject (her mothe1~ fell.often into mediliiri-like trance) 

with truthful dreams of the monitory and premonitory type and monitory .and premonitory 

telepsychi-e phenomena, ,vhile awake, of bygone events (for example, she had s-een that 

tbe wheels of an automobile were loose and she immediately asked it to stop, which it did. 

Or she found herself in a streetcar and heard a voice. telling h.er "get out!"; she got out 

impulsively and a few minutes later there occurred a collision of the streetcar; etc.)~ 
. 

. 
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The subject had· never learned drawing, ,rnd has never made a drawing h1 normal state. 

Since :1 while ago, she makes automatic drn.wings in tlH3 state of small \Tance, with 
very fast strokes of trariscendental charact<or, quite s~gnificant and interesting . 

C.:...~----,,--·- -·· !£ . -·--~~~---=--=-..,...-~ ........ ~~-,..--,,.------~----. 
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First RCPG relating to drawings made in the.state of small trance with crayon on a sheet 
of paper. An intensive cerebro-psycho-radiating reaction~ and precise psycho-physical 
correla.tioh .. 
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Second RCJ?G reLffing to the drawing of a hurn.an head looking like Socrates, done on the 
reverse side of the sheet. The cerebra-psycho-radiating reaction is intensive, and the 
psycho~physical correlation exact. 

G. P.: A sensitive subject, endowed with intensive visual psychosensorial activity-. 
She was introduced to me by Dr. Elodia Castol de Benavid.es, who was present during the 
experiment. · 
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First RCPG relating to a state of small trance ,,1ith _closed eyes dui-ing which a vision of 
cinematographic type of .a young physician dissecting a corpse occurs. 

, ,, 
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· Second RCPG rel:iting to a cry1)testhesia '.vith positive results concerning the handwrit
bg of persons un.kl16w11 to her With exact individualization of the physical ar:.d psychical 
ch:1t:1cters ar,d of past events • 
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Third RCPG teL:.ting to various very vivid visions of quasi-hallucinatory type and of 
cinem::-~tographic conrse in the stite of sm2.ll tr2.1,cc wtth positive cerebro-psycho
radiating reaction and exact psychophysical correlation. 

G. U.: A sensitive, va.cillciting subject with radiesthesia, tli:e son of a sensitive 
mother. RCPG relating to a pragmatic cryptesthesia, pertaining to photographs of per
sons whom he did J:.ot know, with clearly positive cerebra-psycho-radiating reaction and 
exact psychophysical c0rrelation. · 
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R.R. : A sensitive, cryptesthetic subject, with premonitions of actual future events 
sbce the age of 7 or 8, pa:rticularly in dreams. RCPG l.'elating to a pragmatic positive 
cyrptesthesia with reference to a timepiece belonging to a i)erson unknown to the subject, 
with exact individualization of the character, of the physical constitution, of previous 
.diseases, of past events. Intensive cerebro-psycho-ra.diant 1·eaction a,nd perfect phycho-
physical correlation. · · 
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Gei~8r::i.l and particular considerations. 

An,plitude :rn.d sh:ipes of the RCPG 1s 

If we take now a general view at the RCPG 1s, we ire immediately im1n·essed by 
their different ccspects and by a number of particular characteristics. I would li),e to 
mention th:it the· shape of the oscillogram is to :1 great extent in straight dependence on 
the more or less i11tense, and rnore er less hrnsque, ~nitial impulse, of the vibrating 
chord in relation to the varis.tion of the equilibrium of the receivi.i,g con1piex, as an 
effect.of the oscillation or pe1·turbation coi11ing from the brain of the subject . 

.,.Uso the greater or lowei· tension of the c!1ord and the corresponding possibili.ties 
of stronger or weaker vibration h::i.ve:: sori1e weigl:t in the determination of the shape of 
the oscillogram. 

But since the regulation of this k;11sion •is clone at the beginning of a group of ex
periments and is only rcpe3.ted in case something goes wrong (breakage of the chord, or 
dispL!.cement of the little min·or) and therefore al\\;ays at gr.eat time intervals (it has 
h2.ppe11ed that the chord was not touphed for one full year or even longer after it was set ·· 
in place), this par:1meter can be considered as negligible. 

Thus ·we can assume that the RCPG owes its shape above all to the characteristics 
of the impulse. These cha.r:::.cteristics, · in their parts, 1'11ust depe::nd on the quantitative 
and qualitative ele.rnents of the oscill:l.tion or perturbation which comes from the source 
(the hurn:in brain) and n:mst variate in re-lation to the corresponding psychosensorial phenomenon. · · 

Besides, the same acoustic reactions o:Jserved in the head-phones corresponding 
to the v .. :.r'.ous investigated psychose,1so:rial phenomena are not uniforn.1, but vary consid-' 
erably and char2.cteristically as a function of the majo1· or minor intensity -of these phe
no1:nei1:1 and of some of their special properties, changing from harsh knocks to damped 
knocks, similar to telegraphic signals, . to rustles, simple or resonant thunders up to, 
in rare cases, a whistling note'. 

The greater or lesser a1nplitude of the RCPG must, the'refore, depend above all · 
on the greater or lesser intensit'y of the cerebro~racliati11g phenomenon; and the shape and 
the det;l.ils of its course wffh their differc:nt i1spects must be a function of the specific 
psychophysical fe2.tures of thi.s phenomenon. 

With the cathode ray oscillograph ,vhich is absolutely free from inertia and with 
a rather high rotation speed of the film - and thus tT1e use of a substantial portion of it 
for e~1.ch experiment along with a convenient recording equi1:iment - one can attain the 
go:il of a good correspondence bei'\veen the different physical conditions of the cerebro
racliating phenomenon and its cinematographic reproduction, with a high degree of re-

. liability. 

I have used the cathode ray oscillog-raph in similar experiments from 1932 to 
1937, but did susDend it later on account of the excessive cost of the film, which was used ' 
at a very high· sp~ed of revolutions, as it was necessary for ~:s..1:ilanation of the oscillo- · 
gram. 

.., 
. . 

In the nieanHrne it has already been possible. to detect by acoustic evaluation or 
in tl1e RCPG the variety of the electromagnetic radiating reactions induced by the psychic 
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stimuli from psychosensorial sl,oe;ks ::mcl thus t11e ccrebro-psychic-racliating-. reflex ,11hich 
,1.ppc:1rs spontai:eously during the psychosensorial phenon1cna of oneirism, of p:ithblogical 
hallucin:itions and of telepsychism. · 

.· . . . 

I:1 the first c:1se, the hc:'l.d-phones register a harsh knock which finds its graphi~ 
exr,1:ession in a quite typical curve; in the second case, there appear in preference. 
thunder like noises of greater or lower intensity, frequency and sonority which find a_ 
correspo1:.di:1g gra.phic expression in the curve. 

I)uration of the RCPG's 2,nd of the v~1ri.ous ce1·ebro-::radiating impulse·s 

FroE1 the tirne elapsed lJetween one impulse and the next one I was able to calcu
late from the readin6 of the film approxirnately, in sec.,- the _duration of the succession 
of some cerebro~radiahng impulses. 

The re::1.digg of the whole filni :illows to calculate the time behveen one electromag
netic radiating re:::.ction - which we ca_n call briefly cen~bro-racliating hnpulse - and the 
next one, with return of the microwave complex in'to the sta.te of equilibrium between the 
first ai1d the next one; it is the return to the normal electronic tone in the head-phones; and 
the return to the uninterrupted horizori.tal line in the g-i·aph. 

Thus this time of succession betvieen one e;erebro-radiating impulse and the follow
ing in the film, while the whole oi1eiric, hallucinatory or telepsychic phenomenon elapses, 
is from about 3/10 of a second to 2, 3, 5, 17, :22, 28 sec. The time of duration between 
the beginning of a stro;ig irnpulse (thunderin the head-phones) and the disappearance of 
the vibrations of the cl:ord is 011 an average 2 sec. 

For sensitive subjects, foe RCPG 's would also deserve a special illu$tration in 
relation to the cerebro-psycho-radi2.tir,g reflex which can be calculated from determina
tion of the psychic::d and physical stimuli (unexpected order to search for water· or min
erals in the subsoil, for objects in a box, for ma11.uscripts in an envelope, whenever the 
objects of stimulus 2.re not brought into direct contact with the subject), 

There is, indeed, a psychophysical reason fbr the similarity of the characteristic 
graphic expi·essions of the RCPG's of normal subjects with intense quasi-hallucinatory 
oneirlsni., and those of patl;1ological persons in the state of psychosensorial hallucinatory 
excitement ar.d of teiepsychic subjects in whom the state of trance is reducible to quasi
halJ.ucinatory oneirism. 

The time of the ilT1pulse itself can be considered as instantaneous; and on account 
of the e1ectrornag11etic natu:ce of the phenomenon one can infer that, just as in the case 
of-the cerebro-psycho-r2.diating phei'1omenon, also for the !apse of the intracerebral 
nervous p1;occss, and fous fo1· the psychic arc one must consider the velocity comparable 
to the speed of light, since it is a simple inte1.·play of eiectrons. 

Sour.Ce of the Dhenomena: The brain. 

I will only devote a few words to the brain, which is no doubt the source of the 
electromagnetic phe::oinena which irradia':::0 from a hum.an subject in direct relationship 
to intensive psychosensorial activity, since I have discussed this in lny p1~ior publica-
tio~. · 
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Since the org,~nic and functional sL:.bstrate of the ps:/chosensorial activity is in the. 
br::.in, fr,ere can be i,O doubt that th8 source of th~ electromagnetic phenomena, irradiat
ing in co:.:respondence with the psychosensorial phenomena, is located in the brain istelf. 

I han: rne21tioned above. 2.11(1 deElOl"lStrat2d th~1t the psychic ar,d neuro-organic re
flexes which co1,ditici11 or ,,ccompany the rhabdo:11a11tiG act1vity and thus 11redicate on the 
sensitivity in general, h:1ve their anatomical-functional se:iit in som-e reflexes of tlie 
1)1"'[':..i11. 

All othei· hypofr.2ses of "1.;1 cx'.T2.-cereLr:J se2.t (spin2.l medulla, heart, etc.} of 
t1:e electrom:--:.::.i-,,etic 1)1'.enoff,cna re£:·istei•ed in cc::.·resDondence with the states of intense 
psychosensori:i.1 acti~,ity are ur:.te1,;ble from 2. lcg}cai point~f view. It is in the brain 
,vhere one lus to pLce foe ·OT:i.gin of the inadiating phenomena of the human subject· 
u,-:der these concEtions of psychos0nsorial e:--:cii:<:tion. Today one cam10t think otherwise 
of the: dreams; of the d::.·eaming states (cspeciilly those consisting of visual pictures), 
of the visual hallucinations clnd whateve:r other visual psyc-hosensorial phenomenon 
might occur, \\1itho1,1t linking foe111 with the picture of the cortex of the brain and especial-
ly to the convex surface of the two occ.i2ital lobes, the seat of the mental visions. · 

This is a.11 I wari;_t to s~y ab oi.:t foe psychic:1.l and met2psychical manifestatiohs 
of sensitive subjects in w:1om the activation of the psychosensorial centers of the brain 
is evident. · 

Hvpothesis on the nature of the cerebro-rad.hting electromagnetic phe__. 
nome:12. ::rnd on thei:t ])Syc]JobicDhysical u,y 1}[.!l!l:is1n uf pruuuci:iun. 

Refe:n·ing to the phystcal concept which we could construct about these electro
rna.gnetic ce:rebro-r::i.diating phenorn.ena, I 2.Iways believe that - at the present state of 
the expe1·imental results - one could think in all probability of the presence of attenu
ated ,vavcs ,vhich follcw va1·iable 12:ws. ::'vfaybe series of waves of variable length are 
involved which are detected by ·a complex which 1s receiving rnicrowaves. The brain, ·· 

· in 2. sbite of fotensive psychosensori2_l activity, cculd very well produce attenuated 
elect:i:on12.gnetic oscill;ltions of a tl·aDsitory ch:.1.racter. In this .case, a rapid discharge 
into foe ether would be involved, . of the type of a stroke in the ether in such a ~vay that 
the i·eceiver would even detect impulses of a frequency which is quite different from the 
one to ,,:}1ich it is tuned. , 

It will be the purpose of later research work to detei·mine with a relative ap
p:;:oximation the gamut of the_ frequencies in which the (psychosensorial) _activity of the 
br:1in h2.s the gre:itest jntensiiy; and subsequently to dete:rmine the character of these o 
oscillations. · · · · 

This is the place, as I pointed out in the introduction, where one of the most im
port:rnt points of rny research work in the psychobiophysics of the brain will be clarified. 

Between the cortico-cerebral c·enters, foe se·at of the psychosensoriaJ activities, 
. the circuits ·which emanate from there a~1d cortsist of large bundles of association~ and 

electromagnetic phenomena radiating from the brain in moments of i11tense psychosen
sorial activity, show st:.ch a straight interdependence in their functional activity that they 
2llcw a well-fotmded inte1·pretation of the pl'olnhle physical dynamism - electrical and 
elect1~omagnetical -which is at play. 
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There is, first of all, a very irnpo1·tant biologic:-tl fact which has also_ physical 
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and of the enormous number - cal.cubted up to 14 billion - of cortical cell.s which are 
in evident relatior:shi.p with t11c complex and so hr unknown electrical activity of the 
1,erve cell.s. 

Thei·e is, besides, another ::cnatomicn.1-physiologicil fact: The larr;~ bundles of 
~1ssocfation wlYic::h connect the psychosenso"rial co1·tic:.cl centers among themselves, with -
the from;1.l lobe, and with 2Jl the other parts of the brain m::rntle ,- without counting the 
subcortical projectio:1s - form, togeiher \Vith the cornmissural. fibers, true <1;nd annro
priate circµits of Glectric cun~ents. 

From the structural anatomic:1.l side, we know the fibers of association which con-
nect Elore or less r·cmote regions of the same brain hemisphere: curved fibers which -" 
start fron1 the cortex of one circumvolution ar.d te.:rn'linate at the cortex of an adj:icent 1 
circumvolt:tion; the cinec;ubr bundle which connects the front:11 lol;ie with the anterior part 
of -the temporo-occipit"'-1 lcbe; foe s;.merior loDi~·itudinal bundle and the frontal occiput 
which cormect the cm:tex of the frontal lobe wifo the cortex of the occipital and temporal 
lobes; the inferior lon!.';ituclin2_l btrndle which lies between the occipita!Johe and the apex 
of the temporal lobe; the hoo]{ed bundle which goes fro111 the orbit:1.l lobe to the apex of 
the tempOL1.l lobe; and the same is tl.·ue with the com1]_1issural fibers which go across 
the median: plane and end at the two extremities in regions ::.inalogous to the cortex of the 
two hemispheres. Let us mention finally the projecting- fibers ,.vhich c01nprise all those 
which connect the cm:tex of the bi-ain with the different lower grey formations. 

The potentials of excitaEon which are present in living matter condition the de
velopment of pl1ysical phenomena in a· biological. act and generate the. acti"on currents. 
Today we know that an electrornototic force, appli.ed to the end of a conductor, produces 
oscillations which p1·ogagate from one end to the other ai1d return until they die out and 
irr2.di:.ite irito the ether. 

In order to e:,;,·-pl:lin the fact of irn.diation into the _ether of the electromag11etic 
phenomena of the brafo, uncler definite ccinditions of psychic activity, we can imagine 
that the brain (more precisely, the brain cortex 2-nd, in particular, the cortical psycho
senso~~ial centers) is a gener,-itor of electrical impulse which propagates along the con- -
ductors composed of the large bm,dles of associaUon, thus inducing electromagnetic 
irradiation. · 

-Let us concentrQ,te now· our :ittention on s01ne circ1hts within the brain which con
duct energy (Fig. 31): the superio1· lor:giiudinal bundle which cQnnects the cortex.of the 
occipital lobe with that of t1~e frontal lobe; the occipito-frontal bundle which connects 
the frontal lobe with the temporo-occipital; the hooked, which connects the orbital lobe 
with the temporal; the curved bundles which connect the cortex of adjacei1t circumvolutions, 
and, finally, the cornmissural and J.?2'0jecting. 

We take especially into consideration the optical course which goes from the 
retina - an open, true and appropriate projecL:on, so to say, of the ))rain to the outside 
surroundings -- across the optical nerve, the chiasma, the optical fiber tract and the 
optical radiations to the median region of the occipital lobe, the cortical center of 
sight (Fig. 32). . . 

.If w:o rncasure the length of the conducting path from the occipital lobe to t-he 
retina, we find that it i:; about 15 cm. Then the electromotor force ~vhich runs through,_ 
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Fig. 296 - Diagram of the commissural intra-· 
· hemi.spheric fibers. 

a .. anterior extrc:mity .of the left hemisphere; b. its posterior 
ext1:emity; c. scissure of Silvio; d. temporal lobe with border 
of corpus callosun1. 1. longitudinal bundle 6f the circiimvolu
tion (cingulum); 2. supci·ior longitudinal bundle (fasciculus 
arcuatus); 3. lower lo:;gitudinal bundle; 4. hooked bundle fas-

ciculus uncifonnis); 5. curved and arc shaped fibers. 

Figure 31 

this conductor of about 15 cm can make it vibr::i.te in a half wave; thus we get -15 x 2 = 30 
· cm as wave length; or i,t can :ilso induc'c it to Vibr.;1.te in a .quarter wa.ve and we will find' 
then 15 x 4 = 60 cm as lambda (A), the wave le1,gth. 111is should be considered only as 
hypothetical (and approximate by the calculation), b.ut it shows tiie possibiiity of similar 
lambdas (11.) for tho radiatii1g cerebra.I electromagnetic phenomena and, therefore, also 
the possibility that they can be detected by receiv~rs .tuned to i1ltrashort waves and 

. microwaves. If on8 wanted to repeat the calculation for the coi1ducting path from the 
ear to the temporal lobe, or from the occ;ipital to the frontal lobe, or fto~11 lobes of one 
hemisphere to those of the other, or from cerebral lobes to the cerebellum, bulb, etc., 
one would a,lways get results in the r~nge between 10 - 20 - 30 - 30 - 60 cm lambda (A), 
since the length of the conduotor is approximately 5 - 10 .:.. 15 cm. · 

If one ,vanted to include also the systein of the large sympathicus, we would see, 
for example, that the line c01mecting the brain and the solar plexus has a length of about 
50 cm; this means a wave length lan1bda of 50 x 2 = l meter if the vibration is a half · 
wave; or lnmbda is 50 x 4 = 2 m, if it is a quarter wave. Assuming, however, that the 
length of the conductor cannot have any relation to the irr'adiated lambda ·and is inde
pendent of it, then the brain might gerierc1_te a wave l,ength lambda = x and the vibration 
might propagate on the supporting line independent of its length. 

11rns we find ourselves in front of a vast in:trace~ebral conducting network of nervous 
energy which the research work in biophysics of the brain has by now identified and deter
rnined as electrical energy (the results of my investigations since 1925 and later. on the 

· radiating electromagnetic 1?henon1ena from the huma~1 br:::.in were indirectly confirmed in 
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Fig. 23 - Schematic reproduction of the optical path of 
conduction. (The proportions between the individual 
parts have been disregarded.) 

Figure 32 

1929 and afterwards by Berger's and Adrian's researches on the electrical variations of 
the potential of the co1'tex of the human bi·ain). 

Such electrical variations of the potential of the human brain cortex can be con
sidered as the initial con:dition in the formation of impulses which under certain condi
tions a11d intensities can determine the electromag'netic phenomena which radiate from 
the human brain. 

If we think now of the energy chai·g·e of the sensorial centers of the brain which 
are particularly visible in the functional orgasm of the dream, of the dreaming states, 
of the spo1itaneous and induced hallucinations, we can assume that electrical inipulses 
applied to tl1e ends of the condu_ctors could provoke oscillations and thus a generation 
of electromagnetic \\;aves. · 

It is, in other words, the cerebropsychical electrical and electromagnetic dyna
mism which stands out, while we understand that foe greater or lesser possibilities of 
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det~ction n1ust be equal to the greater or lesser functiona.l intensity of the. cerebropsychic phenomena. · 

Cerebro-rac)_iatin~ elect~omagnetic dvn:imism and cosmic ether. 

Inductions. 

The principal experimenta.1 result of my tests performed on no_rmal subjectn who 2.re endowed with intense psychcsct .. sc::.·i::-cl ·vivae::i.ty (uneiruid), on psychopathological subjects (hallucinatory) a,'1.d on t.slepsychic persons (sensit.ive) in the state of small trans<3 can be described as having discovered; detected ai1d registered electromagndic phe- . nom.ena, radiating from the .hurnan brain in correspondence with the conditions of orgasm of the psychosensorial centers. . · 

I have· mentioned how extremely difficult it is, or ah11ost impossibe, to detect electromagnetic phenomena which radi:lte from psychosensorially quasi inert subjects either by their nature or tei11porarily only on ac,:;ount of certain events. 11rns, among the pathological subjects mentally deficient and crazy persons have been found to be definitely inert; in fact, in these subjects the psychosensorial activity is evidently re;_ ducecl to a minirn.Ui11, either from the beginning or on account of thE,dr morbid conditions. This should not be surp.rising if one ·considers that psychose1isori:il liveliness is basically an expression of intelligence, geniality ,1:nd genius. 

In a long series of experiments over a period of forty years, Ceni could show in cerebropsychic and cerebro-viscer::d r<:;actions of deaf and blind <tnimals that they en- _ tered a state of psychical aridity which is comparable to a real and true insanity, not unlike the one which is the cons<:;que1lce of mutilations of the brain. 

From this scientific authority comes the confirmation of the functional dignity of the psychosensorial brain zones which I have vindicated unceasingly for_ over thirty years against the predominant th0ses and hypotheses of a conspicuous group of Italian psychopathologists, entrapped in the net of a ,c:listinguished school, but, in this special question, petrified in error. · 

For sensitive subjects, the state of small trance, reducible to a dreaming state during which th.e psychosensorial behavior of the subjects is imbued with ambient realities above and beyond the capabilities of the regul;u· paths of the senses, and the corresponding radiating electrorn8 6netic phenomena suggest certain considerations and also a well founded il1terpretive hypothesis of the psychobiophysical dynamism of the brain which is there at play. 

I would. like to r1:1ention that in normal or pathologic.al subjects who are ·endowed with a vivid psychosensorial activity, e.g., in the rhabdomantic, and in sensitive per-sons in gene1·a.l, this peculiar reaction - which I have called cerebro-psycho-racliating reflex -ca)l be determined by means of a sudden and adequate stimulus; namely, in the first case, by the order to think of a person who interests the subject e!notionally; in the second . case, by the ord_er to search for water, metals, etc.; in the third case, by placing into contact with the hands of the subject closed envelopes or packages, etc., and asking the subjects later to communicate the sensations, perceptions or idea complexes which came to their minds. 
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This rei1ex results as the common denominator of the three psychical and meta
. psychical states mentioned above, and is the proof of their seat in the b1;ain, and is 
specifically j,ttributable to the psychosensodal centers and theil· paths of conduction. 

Hypothesis 

Let us see now which hypothests the experimental data on the electTomagnetic · 
dynamism of the bn:.in suggest to us in 1·eLtion to the resumption of con:tact with the 
surtounding re?.1 ity by fue consciousness of sensitive subjects under conditions which 
are not in agreernent with the normal functions of the organs of senses .. 

So far, all the i1ivestigators of rhabdomantic p~rsons and of sensitive subjects 
have always spoken of a "special sensitivity" ,vith which such subjects ,vere supposed 
to be endo;1ved and which would render then1 "sensitive"~ in modern physical terminology, 
to radiatioi1s frori1 masses of water, from ore deposits, from objects, from handwritings, ~tc. • · · 

Such subjects are thus qualified, in a cert::tin sense, as sensitive instruments· 
which, hit by definite waves,· vibrate in resonance with the excitation imparted to them. 

11-Ty inductioi1, which, on the other hand, starts froin experimental evidence ob
tained from my researches of psychobiopl1ysics, of electromagnetic phenomena radiating 
from the brain, involves a new revolutionizing aspect of the problem. 

. . . 
The rhabdoin::mtii:: :=]..nd sensitive subject in ·general is not a passive instrument, 

but acti.ve. -.. --·-
Such a condition is,evident from a psychological viewpoint :;i:nd I have defined it as 

state of expecting attention (small trance); and I have called the rhabdomantic (and this is 
also exactly true for t'rie sensitive \Vhe,n he begins to search) a subject in action. 

Anybody who studies attentively the psychical attitudes and the neuropsychic rea:c
tions of rhabdomantic perscns and those sensitive in action can identify exactly the state 
of neuropsychical excitation of such subjects in action (which is followed quickly or slowly 
by exhaustion as in a.ny other psysiopsychical fatig1.1e); and he notices there the psycho
logical elements, not expressed hut evident, of enquiry and e::-q,ectation in sight of the· 
soil to "expl_ore;', or of the pArson, objects, hand,vritings to "investigate". 

Summarizing, we are con.fronted with a series of psychosensorial questions a~d_ 
answers which follow -the laws of_ the excitation of the neuropsychic reaction~ In other 
words, the brain with its psvchosensorial centers in orgasm is flowed through by elec- · tric currents with r;,1.diatin'.'.· effects and thus acq_uires the capability of making direct 
contact with the surroundinp: physical realitv, whi-ch would remain inaccessible to the 
exterior apparatuses and the reg1.1lar paths of t;:c senses. 

We have also certain cases where it seems to ·us that the stimulus must hit the 
subject une:\.--pectedly, giving us thus the impression that under those c;:onditions the 
cerebropsychical r<;action could be of the passive type. · 

I am referring to the unforeseen sensation of underground water in the· rhabdo
mantic when they are walking on streets without the intention to explore. The sanie is 
true ,vith the ,vell known facts of accidental cryptesthesia and telepathy in subjects in 
the awake or sleepil1g state ( in the latter case as a _carrier of a _dream). · 
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Of special intetest is now the fact that this activity manifests itself just in mo-
i11ents when the doors of tbe senses are closed, or half-closed, to the exterior world. This seems to aflow, on the one h:.u,d, a high potential of charge in the cortical psychosensorial eente1·s, and, cin tl1e other hand, an unusually high substit1.1tion of the paths of tlw senses by a dil·ect action of the nsvchosensoriai centers of the brain. 

If we obse;:rve then attentively the characteristics of the psychical state in which such s~1bjects find themselve_s when there suddenly comes to their consciousi1ess the unexpected sensation of the presen-:-:e of a layer of water, or of the condition of rel'note persons, iii. danger or dying (,•.rith foe ex::~ct confirmation later on that the event had actu2.lly occu1-i-ed) we will see the following: W1,ile the rhabdomantic person was walking, he found himself at a given mornent in a psychical state of dreaming, of fancifulness, this means deb.ched, or quasi detached, from the surroundings, and thus a sensitive subject, surprised by the ;)erceptive and well defined sensation of-a remote fact; we will also see that he ,vas in this moment in a state of reverie, or detached from the surrounding sensorial influences. Suffice to mention the rather frequent case o'f the mother who, while she is doing needlework (a quasi-automatic activity which allows the woman to give free course to daydreamin~) ha$ all of a sudden the unexpected sensation of a chnger which threatens her son or of which he becomes a victim; to to think of the numei·ous proven cases of telepathy which strike soine subjects in the dreaming sleep, in order to convince ourselves that ::iJso in cases of J.pparent passivity we are always confronted with a dreamlike or 0ow111·ight dreamy psychical state; a state which has its cerebral counterpad in the organ of the psychosensorial centers and in the corresponding electro-nic),ghetic impulses with r2.ciiating effects. · · · · · · 

In other words, certain conditions of apparent passjviiy of the human psychism correspond actually to a state of intensive activity of the brain,_ consisting strictly of the orgasm of the psyqhosensorial centers • 

At this point I can express, I believe ..,.. wi'Lh regard to the tclepsychism of the 
rhabdomirntic in action or of the sensitive in general - my well-defined thoughts referring to the probable psychobiophysi.c conditions corresponding to the activity of the brain. From the results of rny experimental psychobiophysical researches it can be conciuded that the brain l.n intensive psychosensorial activity fri·acliatcs electromagnetic phenomena. I have mentioned that one cou_ld conceive the cortical mass involved as the source of the electromot0ric force which is applied to the end of those ,conductors which are the large bundles of association, e.g., the optical path, etc., and that they thus acquire the value of radiating conductors. 

Let us now coi1sider, as ai1 example, what happens to a rhabdomantic person in action._.· 

We have seen that the state of sri1all trance of rhabdornantic subjects (and the -same applies to all sensitive) is physically conditioned by electromagnetic phenomena irradiating from the brain. They will be able - it is a true induction - to strike masses of water, of metals, etc. Two conditions can occur in such cases: in the firs_t case, the electromagnetic waves generated by the brain, after contact with the mass "X", 
will be able to generate in it electrical 0scillations which will be reflected and therefore detected by the subject hin'lself; in the second case, ·the mass "X" can generate electromagnetic waves and give rise to a secondary emission, which at the arrival at the brain oi tlrn subject will give him a revelation. 
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171is state of electromagnetic d:/ar,.mism should correspond to a change of the 

state of consciousness, or to the introduction into the consciousness (including the sub

conscious) of an impression which will reach definitely the threshold of the conscious-

ness while awake. · ·· 

'TI1e movements of the rod, of the_ penc1uh:im and _;::tll th€ other r.curc~otoric-~ 

neurosensitive and neurovascular reflexes,· etc., will constitute the somatic revelation 

of the mentioned variations of electromagnetic energy. 

All this applies also perfectly well to the phenomena of telepsychism, and par

ticularly to rhahdomancy, and to pragmatic crypth2sthesia; all we ha:ve to _do is to sub

stitute, for the water or minera.l m:1.ss, Ro person or an object or a hai1dwriting, etc., 

1hat is to be explored by the sensitive. · 

Rhabdomancy, pragmatic cryptesthesia and telepsychism in general could thus 

be identified with the electromagnetic phcnomenolog·y ,vhich radiates from the human 

brain; or, at least, it appears a.s a necessary condition for the metapsychic dynamism 

in rhabdomancy, cryptesthesia and telepsychism, respectively. 

One o_f the more important consequences of the discovery of 1he electromagnetic 

phenornena racliatii1g from the human brain iri psychosensorial functional orgasm is the 

fact that, from now on, we wiLi have to conceive the human brain not only as a register

ing device for vibrations which origin::1te outside, but as .an emitting and receiving os

cillator, radiating in the ether, with the capability to: explore the vibrations which form 

an ·ocean iri which we are inunersed. ·· · · 

Whereas, as a rule, the pctception of facts ocqurs by introduction into the brain 

of sensations gathered and transmitted by way of the senses (in other words, in the usual 

conditio:.s of activity the bri.h: c0!:1es into contact with the outside world by means of 

the specific apparatus of the senses), in the case of paranormal cognitive perceptions, 

the total, or partial, more or less porfect cogni_tion of tl1e facts arises probably from 

the interference of tlle radiations from the brain with those from the e:-,,--plored objects. 

'Tims in such cases a direct action, or a direct contact of the b:;;-ain, and, more 

specifically, its cortical psychosensorial centers, with the outside world and, therefore, 

with the universe of the radiations, would be involved·. · 

I am aware that this is a ratLJr simple hypothesis, and not more, but in agree

ment ,vi.th and emerging from experimental data by logic of induction and deduction. 

Other facts will be found in time to confirm it or _disprove _it. 

We have now an experimental base to show the way for new :research work in 

psychobiophysics, with new possibilities for exploring the field of normal and pathologi

cal humru1 psychism, not to mention the field of metapsychics. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Electromagnetic phenomena irradiate from the human brain in intensive psy

chosensorial activity, when, under· conditions of partial or total shut-off from the out

side world of the doors of the senses, the potential of electric charge of the cortical psy

ehosensorial centers rises along with electromagnetic radiating effects. A high functional 

dignity is found at the cortical sensorial center_s in the cerebj·al harmony of the human 
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. psychism. The electromagnetic dynamism with which, a_s ha5: been detected, the brain 
is endowed appears in functiond psychosensorial orgasm as a physical phenomenon of 
psychose1isorial activity a:.d, in a certain sense, of the human mind itself. 

2. The large bundles of association and the large coHductive intracerebral con
nections can probably assume the ch:iracteristie of radiating conductors, whereas the 

. intracerebral nervous energy is of an electrical nature with electromagnetic effects; 
and the speed of the nervous conductio.1 in the intracerebral psychic arc approaches the 
speed of light (= 300, 000 km per second). 

3. The cerebrops~rc110-radiatii1g reflex, a real and true psychobiophysical- re
flex, has an electromagnetic effect on the brain and indicates the possibility of a direct 
physical relationship between the brain and tl1e cos1nic ether. Thus the huinan brain 
should no longer be •simply considered as a device which registers vibrations which it 
receives from the surrounding ether by \vay of the senses, but also, independent of the 
orgaris of sense, as an active organ which irtadiates and explores the universe of the 
vibrations. The clir<::ct contact of the psychosensorial centers of the brain with the uni
verse of radiations conditions physically for humans, and it is allowed to conclude also 
for animals, the unusual so called metapsychic possibilities of co.gnition of the outside 
world. 
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